Automotive Industry

The InnerArmor Coating Process
InnerArmor® is a revolutionary patented
technology for depositing hard, smooth, near
frictionless coatings on internal and external
surfaces.

The automotive industry faces
ongoing challenges meeting
fuel efficiency, reliability, and
cost targets. To help meet
these challenges, piston rings
and other engine components
are often coated to combat
friction, wear, and corrosion.
Traditional coatings improve
performance in one area, such
as wear rate, while offering
marginal improvements in
other areas. InnerArmor coatings combine strong friction,
wear, and corrosion performance with the scalability to
meet volume requirements of
OEM manufacturers.

Prior to InnerArmor, various techniques
attempted to protect, strengthen or enhance
the surface performance of components, but
each method had basic limitations. For example, parts were sometimes manufactured
from special high-grade metals and then
machined for extra smoothness, but this was
an expensive proposition. And traditional
coating methods — electroplating sprays
and others — provided limited effectiveness
and were often toxic or environmentally
dangerous. InnerArmor coating technology
eliminates all of those issues.
Similar to traditional Diamond-Like Carbon
(DLC) coatings, InnerArmor offers diamondlike properties including high hardness, low
coefficient of friction and strong wear resistance. But unlike DLC, the patented InnerArmor process supports consistent internal
and external surface protection, very high
deposition rates, and much thicker coating
without sacrificing performance.
InnerArmor delivers excellent wear
resistance and non-stick characteristics. The
coatings are chemically inert, have a low
surface roughness and can be tailored to a
specific application. The InnerArmor process
uses a plasma-enhanced CVD technique and
is chemically applied on a variety of base
metals, to reduce mechanical friction and
protect against sliding wear and corrosive
environments for longer part life.
The end result is improved fuel efficiency,
greater reliability, and substantial cost savings,
both short and longer term.

Typical InnerArmor Applications
for the Automotive Industry
Piston Rings
Friction at the piston and
cylinder interface is the
source of significant energy
loss and heat generation
which leads to reduced
power and efficiency.
With InnerArmor coatings, piston rings have
extremely low friction, better wear rate, and
longer life. For racing, coated piston rings
help produce the desired horsepower.
Cylinder Liners
Ultra-hard InnerArmor
coatings completely conform to a cylinder wall for
unprecedented low wear
rates and low friction to
extend life and improve
efficiency. Diesel engine cylinder liners gain
additional benefit: protection against corrosive byproducts in EGR and other processes.
Other Components
Cam shafts, valves, tappets,
bearings, dowel pins and
more will see huge benefits
in wear reduction due to
higher hardness and lower
coefficient of friction. Thin
InnerArmor coatings also support tight tolerances required in high performance engines.

InnerArmor Coating Advantages
Flexible Coverage
Coats complex-shaped components with no
line-of-sight requirement.
Increased Thickness
Provides selectable thickness that retains high
performance.
Scalable Process
Ten times faster deposition than traditional
DLC for a more economical process.

Benefits and Specifications

Specifications
Substrates

Stainless / Carbon Steel, Aluminum, Ti/Ti-alloy,
Ni/Ni alloys, and others

Coating Finish

Identical to substrate

Hardness

1000 - 3500 HV (10 - 35 GPa)
(Note: Carbon Steel = 217 HV)

Deposition Temperature

248 - 392°F (120 - 200°C)

Max Working Temperature

752°F (400°C)

Wear Rate

1E-06 – 1E-08 mm3/Nm

With exceptional hardness, InnerArmor coatings deliver unprecedented
wear protection which extends component life and reduces operational
costs. Better wear capabilities also
lead to greater reliability, even in drywear applications where dry startup
warranty claims are an issue.

Coefficient of Friction

0.01 - 0.08

Coating Thickness

1 - 80 μm

Adhesion

Chemically bonded to substrate

Chemical Resistance

Chemically inert
(i.e., no reaction with acids or alkaline)

Improving Efficiency

Environment

Safe, benign application

Extending Service Life
and Reducing Cost
InnerArmor coatings enable longer
life by virtue of their fundamental
chemical and physical characteristics.
An intrinsic chemical inertness shields
inner and outer surfaces from chemical attacks.

The low surface energy of InnerArmor
coatings provides a low coefficient of
friction, so parts slide easily across a
near frictionless surface. The net result
is reduced friction, which translates
into improved fuel efficiency by reducing the amount of energy needed to
move parts.
For applications involving reciprocating action—such as pistons moving
inside of cylinders—InnerArmor
coatings actually create a graphitic
interface layer, which produces a selflubricating effect.

Rigorous Quality Testing
Before becoming qualified, each InnerArmor
coating is subjected to rigorous testing in
Sub-One and outside laboratories. This
means in-depth measurement of coating
thickness, hardness, modulus, toughness,
adhesion, wear, coefficient of friction, strain,
and more.
Sub-One laboratories are equipped with
state-of-the-art test equipment, and coating
properties are measured following ASTM
and NACE specifications whenever possible.

InnerArmor Coating Services
Worldwide
Sub-One makes InnerArmor technology
available to customers through specially-licensed commercial coating service providers
around the globe.
Working directly with Fortune 500 customers, Sub-One qualifies InnerArmor coatings for their specific parts. Once approved,
these recipes are instantly available online
for authorized coating partners to create
copy-exact parts anywhere in the world.
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